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Risk-off Accelerates in June as Investors Re-price Recessionary Risks 
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In this month’s Cross Asset Review, we assess the past performance of various asset classes and draw implications for multi asset investors. During the month of June, investors sold down their growth exposure 

as fears regarding a looming recession continued to persist. Investors deployed their funds in safe-haven, predominantly gold. Bond proxy assets such as REITS and Infrastructure were also liquidated by 

investors, leading to negative returns. In equity, EM outperformed DM, whilst Australian equities underperformed during June. As expected, the AUD, perceived as a risk currency, weakened relative to most 

major currencies during this period with TWI down 2.2% in June. The impact of market uncertainty and conditions continues to persevere on global and domestic economies. Investors with well diversified 

portfolios are in a stronger position to ride this precariousness out.

 

 

1. Recessionary-induced global uncertainty 

results in losses across all asset classes with 

the exception of Gold 
• Local and US index spike as investors re-price recession-

ary risks.  

• Gold price finished 2% up in June, 1% for the quarter 

and 11.4% for the year to 30.6.22. Rising geopolitical 

risk, rising inflationary pressures potentially leading to 

central bank overtightening and growth recession are 

three big concerns on investors mind. 

• Australian government and global government bonds 

have lost almost 10% of value in the past 12 months. 

• Growth were the worst performing as investors turned 

to liquidation. Within equities, EM and Frontier Markets 

fared better than DM. Australian equity performed 

poorly in June. 

• Small Companies, Frontier Markets and Emerging mar-

kets were the worst performers. Global equities (DM) 

lost 6.4% while S&P500 gave back 2.5% over the 2022 

FY. These performance numbers are unhedged, masking 

some of the losses due to AUD depreciation. 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 1: Sell-off in the equity markets around the world 
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2. Asset Growth over past decade 
 

• The current bear market has affected investors quite 

substaintially.  

• Over the 10 year period, riskier investments such as 

small cap and growth equities have delivered the 

strongest returns. Risk seeking behaviour has been 

well rewarded to be ungratifying in the current market, 

attributed mainly to rapidly tightening monetary policy. 

• Commodites and gold outperformed the overall mar-

ket in June, with investors holding commodities being 

heavily rewarded.  

• VIX index  were one of the worst perofrming indices 

over the 10 years but has continued to slightly rise in 

the month of June, reflecting continued investor anxi-

ety. 

• Volatility is likely to elevate as investors re-price assets 

for economic and growth outlook including a rising 

probability of a proceeding recession. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 2: The short-term trend remains negative for most asset with slightly increasing vol-

atility 
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3. Periodic Return for AUD as of 30/06/2022 

 
• The AUD Index was down 2.2% over the month to 

be down 1.4% over the 12 month period.  

• The biggest relative losses for AUD over the last 

quarter were against the USD (-7.75%), HKD (-

7.57%) and CAD (-4.99%). On the other hand, 

AUD made strong gains only against JPY (2.92%). 

• AUD weakness is largely attributed to rising uncer-

tainty, aggresive interest rate hikes and inflation dif-

ferentials which in turn reflect a weaker economic 

growth outlook. So far, a higher market volatility 

has not translated into higher volatility in FX mar-

kets. This, however, may change going forward as 

markets assess the long term effects of a looming 

recession.  

• Our strategic and cyclical work on expectations of 

AUD from here continues to be bearish and there 

is no evidence to suggest that investors should con-

sider hedging their risks against majors such as USD 

and Euro at this stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 3: AUD continues to be weaker against its major trading partners 
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4. Currency Effects  
 

• The FX moves over the past months and 1, 3, 5 and 

10 years have translated into positive currency ef-

fects for unhedged defensive and growth assets.  

• Positive currency effects over the past year have 

been most visible across global equities.  

• Over the past year, unhedged global fixed income, 

global equity and GREIT investors realized a nega-

tive currency effect of -7.47%, -7.55% and -5.50% 

respectively.  

• Overall, the favourable currency moves (such as 

weaker AUD) has benefited unhedged investors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 4: Positive currency effects across all time period for unhedged defensive and 

growth assets   
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5. Analysis of cross-asset correlations shows 

the benefits of multi-asset diversification 

for investors  

• 3 year correlation statistics provide instructive in-

sights on the relationship between the perfor-

mance of two or more asset classes. Importantly, 

correlation is not stable over time so investors 

need to consider cyclical & secular relationships be-

tween asset classes. 

• The average correlation between Australian share 

market and most fixed income assets have been 

low (between 0.12 and -0.46), high against bond 

proxies (between 0.62 to 0.91).  

• VIX has been highly positively correlated with gold, 

relative to other assets, serving as the notion for 

hedging tail risks in portfolios. 

• Evidence from correlation analysis shows that 

multi-asset investors continue to benefit from 

cross-asset diversification with most defensive safe-

havens (gold) and bond proxy assets continuing to 

offer diversification benefits against the most dom-

inant holdings for investors – Australian shares. 

 

 

Exhibit 5: Low correlation between Australian shares and Fixed income assets 
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Foresight Analytics – Illuminating Investment Decisions using Connected Insights 

 

Foresight is a data-driven, investment research, analytics and consulting firm. As an employee-owned business, Foresight does not have any affiliation with an investment 

product provider or manufacturer. Using its innovative, evidence-based framework, Foresight provides analytical, predictive, diligence and advisory solutions to leading 

investment management companies, superannuation funds and wealth groups. Foresight’s capabilities are underpinned by leading data and technology infrastructure that blends 

statistical, fundamental, and behavioral insights to provide evidence-based and unique perspectives.  

 

Foresight’s fiduciary solutions include quality- and risk-based investment research, operational and ESG diligence, global economic and market analyses, asset allocation, 

portfolio implementation and investment monitoring.  

 

Foresight’s fund strategy solutions include competitive advantage analysis, peer benchmarking, sustainability analytics as well as strategic investment process review and 

forensic validation.  

 

Foresight Disclaimer 

 

The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of any security, 

derivative, index, or financial instrument, nor is it an advice or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. No allowance has been made for transaction costs or 

management fees, which would reduce investment performance. Actual results may differ from reported performance. Past performance is no guarantee for future perfor-

mance. 

 

This material is based on information that is considered to be reliable, but Foresight Analytics makes this information available on an “as is” basis without a duty to update, 

make warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy of the information contained herein. The information contained in this material should not be acted upon without 

obtaining advice from a licensed investment professional. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, & in coding related to statistical analyses. 

Foresight Analytics disclaims any & all expresses or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability or fitness for a particular 

purpose or use. This communication reflects our quantitative insights as of the date of this communication & will not necessarily be updated as views or information change. 

All opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. 

 

 


